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A mechanical system consists of a particle pendulum with mass ry ard cordJength /
connected to a carriage, with mass m2, which may move along a vertical gurde, see figure
below. The carriage is supported by a non-linear spring element with a retracting spring
force equal to S=S(r)= krx+krx3, h,kr>0 where x is the elongation of the spring
(measured from the unstressed state). The contact between the carriage and the guide
walls gives rise to a constant frictional forceF, >0 opposing the motion. Using the

generalized coordinatesx and 0, formulate the equations of motion for the system.
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A mechanical system is defined by its mass-matriX M, its stiffiress-matrix K and its
damping matrix C where

C = aM + BK, a,B Qtositive) real constants (1)

The free vibrations of this system are given by the solution to the initial value problem:

Mti+Cq+Kq=g
q(o) = 90, 4(o) = 4o Q)
where eo,4o are given constant vectors.

Show that the solution to this problem is given by:
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where x, denotes the classical mode shapes, lf,i,@oi,6i and ao,are the modal mass, un-
damped natural frequency, relative damping and damped natural frequency respectively,
corresponding to the ith mode. We assume that 0 3€i <1 (weak damping).
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Consider the mechanical system in the figure below. The masses move along a fixed
horizontal line and the left mass is subjected to an external harmonic force with amplitude
.d and angular frequency ar. Introduce Rayleigh damping according to

C = 0.006K (1)

where C and K are damping- and stiffness-matrices respectively

a. Use the coordinates4 and xrand formulate the equations of motion for the
system.

b. Describe how to calculate the un-damped natural frequencies and the
corresponding mode shapes. Also describe how to calculate the modal relative
dampings, the damped natural frequencies and the corresponding mode shapes.
Assume free vibrations ( { = 0 ). No numerical values need to be presented.

c. Describe how to calculate the forced vibration (4 = 100N) for the frequency:

a =3}radls. Also assume that we are starting from rest, which means that
xt(0) =.rr(0) = 0, xr(0) = jr(0) = 0. No numerical values need to be presented.

In your description, please include the equations that have to be solved and
present a list of names of all variables that are introduced in your equations.
Necessary relationships that have to be used to solve the problem should be
presented. Matlab and similar prograrnmes are just tools. Your task is to
present a systematic description to the reader how to solve b) and c) using the
results found in a).
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The simply supported beam, withdensity - p, modulus of elasticiy = E,length = Z,
sectional area = A and sectional area moment-of-inertia = 1 (assumed to be constant), is
subjected to an external transverse force

p = p(x,t) = p(x)sinar/ (1)

Calculate the forced oosteady-state" (only consider the particulate solution, assume that the

homogeneous solution is damped out in the long run) response of the midpoint * =! of
2

the beam.

?r(x)=po=const.
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The homogeneous beam has the bending stiftressEl, the mass m and the length I.
Describe how to calculate the natural frequencies for the system in transversal vibrations
using the FEA with a two-element approximation. The final step of the numerical
calculation may be excluded from the solution.
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